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A Balanced Energy Consumption Sleep Scheduling Algorithm in Wireless Sensor Networks Zhuxiu Yuan1 , Lei Wang1 , Lei Shu2 , Takahiro Hara2 , Zhenquan Qin1 1
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Abstract—Network lifetime is one of the most critical issues for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) since most sensors are equipped with non-rechargeable batteries with limited energy. To prolong the lifetime of a WSN, one common approach is to dynamically schedule sensors’ active/sleep cycles (i.e., duty cycles) with sleep scheduling algorithm. In this paper, we propose a new sleep scheduling algorithm, named EC-CKN (Energy Consumed uniformly-Connected K-Neighborhood) algorithm, to prolong the network lifetime. The algorithm EC-CKN, which takes the nodes’ residual energy information as the parameter to decide whether a node to be active or sleep, not only can achieve the k−connected neighborhoods problem, but also can assure the k awake neighbor nodes have more residual energy than other neighbor nodes at the current epoch. Based on the algorithm EC-CKN, we can obtain the state transition probability at the n’th epoch, and upper bound and lower bound of the network lifetime by Markov chain and Markov decision chain. Index Terms—Network lifetime; Energy consumption; Connected k-neighborhood problem; Duty cycle; Sleep scheduling



as the parameter to decide whether a node to be active or sleep. EC-CKN algorithm inherits all the major properties of CKN algorithm, e.g., achieving the k−connected neighborhoods problem. Meanwhile, it also makes a significant new contribution by assuring the k active neighbor nodes have more residual energy than other neighbor nodes at the current epoch. A theoretical analysis on the energy consumption of the new EC-CKN algorithm is given to show the correctness of the new contribution. This paper is organized as follows. Section II shows the network model. Section III presents EC-CKN algorithm. Section IV analyzes the energy consumption of EC-CKN. Section V shows the simulation results about CKN and ECCKN. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI. II. N ETWORK M ODEL A. Communication Network Model



I. INTRODUCTION Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are normally powered by batteries with limited energy, which are difficult or impossible to be recharged or replaced. A common approach for saving the sensor nodes’ energy is to select a subset of nodes to remain active and let others go to sleep in a given epoch. CONNECTED K-NEIGHBORHOOD (CKN), described exactly in Appendix, is a distributed sleep scheduling algorithm proposed in [2] which can reduce the number of active nodes efficiently, keep the network k-connected, and optimize the geographic routing performance. Supporting geographic routing performance But CKN algorithm cannot ensure the network energy is uniformly consumed. Motivated by the above issue, in this paper, we address the question: How do we design a new sleep scheduling algorithm based on CKN that can balance the energy consumption to prolong network lifetime further? Satisfying all those requirements that CKN algorithm holds with a new decentralized sleep scheduling algorithm is challenge. In the light of the discussions for the question, we proposed a new sleep scheduling algorithm, named EC-CKN, to prolong the network lifetime. In EC-CKN algorithm, the major difference from CKN is that it takes the nodes’ residual energy information c 2011 IEEE 978-1-4244-9538-2/11/$26.00 



A multihop WSN is modeled by a graph G = (S, E), where the set S = {s1 , s2 , · · · , sN } denotes the set of N = |S| sensor nodes in the network, and a directed link (si , sj ) ∈ E iff these two nodes si and sj can communicate with each other directly without relaying. si is the sender and sj is the receiver of link (si , sj ). sj is the neighbor of si . And sj is the 2-hop neighbor of the node si , if (si , sj ) ∈ / E and there exits another node sr satisfying (si , sr ) and (sr , sj ) ∈ E or (sj , sr ) and (sr , si ) ∈ E. We will use li,j instead of the link notation (si , sj ) in the following sections. Each node si has the transmission radius tr i , and the interference radius fr i . Assume the set S of sensor nodes are deployed with a homogeneous Poisson process in a two dimensions plane A. Each wireless sensor node is only equipped with a single radio interface, and has the same initial energy Einit . Time is divided into epoches, and each epoch is T . In each epoch, the node will first transmit packets, and then run the sleep schedular to decide the state of the next epoch as shown in Fig 1. Suppose all packets are the same size and the transmission time of a packet is t. The network lifetime is defined as the average time that sensor nodes in the network run out its energy from the beginning B. Energy Model Our energy model of sensor nodes is based on the first order radio model [5] where the radio dissipates Eelec to power
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Lifetime Fig. 1. A node su ’s lifetime consists of many epoches. Each epoch includes packet transmission time and sleep scheduling algorithm’s execution time.



the transmitter or receiver circuitry, and amp for the transmit amplifier, while the energy loss is due to channel transmission. The consumed energy to transmit a l-bit message over distance d is ET (l, d): ET (l, d) = Eelec · l + amp · l · d2



(1)



and the consumed energy to receive this message is ER (l): ER (l) = Eelec · l.



(2)



And EI , the energy consumed by nodes with the radio in the idle mode, approximates to the radio in the receiving model [6]. III. ENERGY CONSUMED UNIFORMLY CONNECTED k- NEIGHBORHOOD ALGORITHM We develop a new sleep scheduling algorithm to prolong the network lifetime further. Meanwhile, it can still achieve all properties of CKN. A scalable distributed solution to EC-CKN problem based on node’s current residual energy information is challenging for several reasons.



ALGORITHM 1. ENERGY CONSUMED UNIFORMLY-CKN (EC-CKN) (* Run the following at each node su *) 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



7.



Get the information of current remaining energy Eranku ; Broadcast Eranku and receive the energy ranks of its currently awake neighbors Nu . Let Ru be the set of these ranks. Broadcast Ru and receive Rv from each sv ∈ Nu . If |Nu | < k or |Nv | < k for any sv ∈ Nv , remain awake. Return. Compute Eu = {sv |sv ∈ Nu and Erankv > Eranku }; Go to sleep if both the following conditions hold. Remain awake otherwise. • Any two nodes in Eu are connected either directly themselves or indirectly through nodes which is in the su ’s 2-hop neighborhood that have Erankv larger than Eranku ; • Any node in Nu has at least k neighbors from Eu . Return.



We address these challenges by proposing the new algorithm EC-CKN. The pseudo-code above depicts EC-CKN Algorithm, which is repeated at each scheduling epoch on each node. The algorithm takes an input parameter K, the required minimum number of awake neighbors per node. In EC-CKN, a node su broadcasts its current residual energy information



Eranku (Step 1) and computes a subset Eu of neighbors having Erank > Eranku (Step 5). Before su can go to sleep it makes sure that all nodes in Eu are connected by nodes with Erank > Eranku and each of its neighbors has at least k neighbors from Eu (Step 6). These requirements ensure that if a node has less than k neighbors, none of its neighbors goes to sleep and if it has more than k neighbors, at least k neighbors of them decide to remain awake. Note that these requirements are easy to keep by computing locally with 2hop neighborhood information. The current residual energy is exchanged in Steps 2 and 3. IV. A NALYSIS OF EC-CKN A LGORITHM For the algorithm EC-CKN, each node could have four states: InitState, AwakeState, SleepState and DeadState. Let SS = {InitState = 0, AwakeState = 1, SleepState = 2, DeadState = 3} be the set of node’s states, and m = |SS| is the capacity of the states. Nodes can turn into AwakeState and SleepState from InitState, AwakeState and SleepState respectively. And DeadState can be only transformed from AwakeState and SleepState. Fig 2 shows the Markov state transition probability graph in the algorithm EC-CKN, in which nodes are the states of the nodes and the weights of edges are the transition probability between two states at the n’th epoch. pn02 pn11 pn12 0: Init
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Fig. 2. The Markov state transition probability graph of the EC-CKN algorithm



Notations used in this section: Nu is the set of su ’s 0 neighbors, and Nu is a set of su ’s 2-hop neighbors. Eu and 0 0 Eu are the subsets of Nu and Nu having Erank > Eranku . 0 0 |Nu |, |Nu |, |Eu | and |Eu | are the number of the elements in 0 0 Nu , Nu , Eu and Eu , respectively. Theorem 1: The network lifetime in EC-CKN increases when the ratio of the size of network (N) and k, N/k increases. Proof: The maximum network lifetime in computed by the lifetime of the node su which is the last one to be dead. Suppose that su consumes the equal energy, e, during each epoch when it is awake. Then the lifetime of su can be expressed as: πEinit (tr u )2 N · Lsu = eA k



Therefore, we can find that the network lifetime in EC-CKN increases when N/k ratio increases. Theorem 2: The sleep probability of a node su under ECCKN algorithm is Psleep (|Eu |) = P rob1 · P rob2 ,



(3)



where P rob1 is defined in Eq (5) and P rob2 is defined in Eq (6). And the awake probability of su is Pawake (|Eu |) = 1 − Psleep (|Eu |).



(4)



Proof: The two conditions which decide su whether to sleep or not when su and its neighbors all have at least k neighbors can be interpreted as the following corresponding conditions: (1) the graph GEu0 composed of the nodes and 0 potential links in Eu is connected and (2) the graph GEu composed by the nodes and potential links in Eu is kconnected and each node in the set Nu −Eu has at k-neighbors in Eu . The probability that the graph GEu0 is k-connected is P rob1 ≤P rob(GEu0 is connected) ≤P (|Nu |min > 0)



(5)



=P (|Nu | ≥ 1). |Nu |min is the minimum degree in the graph GEu0 . And P (|Nu |min ≥ n0 ) = (1 −



nX 0 −1 n=0



(ρ1 πtr 2 )n −ρ1 πtr 2 |Eu0 | ·e ) , n!



0



|E |



where ρ1 = 4πtur 2 is the node density in graph GEu0 . And then, the probability of the condition (2) is P rob2 =P rob(|Eu | ≥ k + 1) · P rob(GkEu )· P rob(Eu kNu −Eu )



(6)



where P rob(GkEu ) the probability that graph GEu is kconnected can be expressed as: P rob(GkEu ) ≤ (1 −



k−1 X



(ρ2 πtr 2 )n −ρ2 πtr 2 |Eu | ·e ) , n! n=0



and the probability that the node v ∈ (Nu − Eu ) has at least k neighbors in Eu is: P rob(Eu kNu −Eu ) = (1 −



k−1 X



(ρ3 πtr 2 )n −ρ3 πtr 2 |Nu −Eu | ·e ) . n! n=0



|Eu | |Eu |+1 where ρ2 = πt 2 , ρ3 = πtr 2 and |Nu − Eu | is the number r of the elements in the set Nu − Eu .



Theorem 3: For the nonuniform energy consumption network, the probability from state i to state j at the n’th epoch time is: ( Pawake (|Eun−1 |) j = 1; pij (n) = (7) Psleep (|Eun−1 |) j = 2.



where i, j ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 and  |N | Pm Pm pn−1 pn−2 (D +d ) n−2 n−1 i j 0i 0j  u n−2 n−2 n−2 )−min(Duv +dn−2 ) uvP+dP |Eun−1 | = max(D m n−1 n−2 |Nu | m p0j Dn−2 i j p0i  n−2 n−2 max(Duv +dn−2 )−min(Duv +dn−2 )



if i, j = 1, 2;



otherwise . (8) dn = αe(wun , T2 ) − βe(wvn , T2 ) is the energy consumption difference between the node su and its neighbor sv , if Xun = 0 or 1, α = 1, and if Xun = 3, α = 0, which is the same with β. Proof: Let Xu = {Xu0 , Xu1 , · · · , Xun } denote the first n + 1 states of su , Xun ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and the first state is InitState, that is, Xu0 = 0. Wu = {wu0 , wu1 , · · · , wun } is the set of the transmission saturations, and wun denotes the transmission saturation in the n’th epoch. If Xun = 2, wun = 0. According to the algorithm EC-CKN, if the node su has less than k neighbors or any su ’s neighbors has less than k neighbors, su keeps AwakeState. su could go to sleep iff (i) any two nodes in Eu are connected either directly or indirectly through su ’s 2-hop neighborhoods that have Erank > Eranku , and (ii) any node in Nu has at least k neighbors from Eu . The sleep probability in the n’th epoch is Psleep (|Eun−1 |) derived from Eq (3) and the awake probability is Pawake (|Eun−1 |) derived from Eq (4). Therefore, su ’s state probability (the sleep probability and the awake probability) is determined by |Eun |. In order to compute the |Eun |, we introduce a new transition chain firstly. 0 1 n Duv : Duv , d0 , Duv , d1 , · · · , Duv , dn



(9)



n Duv



is the difference of current residual where sv ∈ Nu . n = Erankun −Erankvn . energy between su and sv , that is, Duv n n dn = αe(wu , T2 ) − βe(wv , T2 ) is the difference of the energy consumption in the n’th epoch, where the factors α and β depend on the state of node su and sv . If Xun = 0 or Xun = 1, α = 1, and if Xun = 3, α = 0, which is the same with β. n−1 n + dn−1 . = Duv Then, Duv According to the chain (9), we could compute the probability that su ’s neighbors have larger residual energy than su ’s. n The expected residual energy difference E(Duv ) in the n’th epoch can be interpreted as: (P P m n−1 n−1 m n−1 n i j p0i p0j (Duv + dn ) if i, j = 1, 2, E(Duv ) = Pm Pm n−1 n−1 n−1 otherwise. i j p0i p0j Duv (10) And then, the average probability that su has the less residual energy than its neighbors’ at the n’th epoch is: pnEv >Eu =



n−1 max(Duv



n E(Duv ) , n−1 + dn−1 ) − min(Duv + dn−1 ) (11)



And, |Eun | = pnEv >Eu · |Nu |



(12)



Then, the probability from the state i to state j at the n’th epoch is ( Pawake (|Eun−1 |) j = 1; pij (n) = (13) Psleep (|Eun−1 |) j = 2.



0 As we know, each node has the same initial energy Duv = 0. Each node will choose a random number in [0, 1] as wun . 0 Therefore, the set w0 = {w10 , w20 , · · · , wN } subjects to the random distribution on [0, 1], where N is the total number of the nodes in the network. So p0Eu 


1 |Nu | (14) 2 The initial state transition probability matrix during the first EC-CKN is   0 0 0 0  Pawake (|Eu0 |) 0 0 0   pij (0) =  (15)  Psleep (|Eu0 |) 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 |Eu0 | =



According to the above results, the probability from the state i to state j at the n’th epoch depends on the value of the |Eun−1 |. From Eq (10), we can figure out |Eun−1 | involved in pn−1 Equation 0,i . And according to the Chapman-Kolmogorov Pm n−1 for the n’Step transition probabilities, pnij = k pij pkj (n). Therefore, the computation of pij (n) is recursive, and can be obtained from the pij (0). Theorem 4: Under EC-CKN, the upper bound network lifetime Lupper EC−CKN is Lupper EC−CKN =



min



E P P init , n i a σia e(wu , T2 )



(16)



where σia is the steady-state probability that the chain will be in state i and action a will be chosen under the policy Φ, and e(wun , T2 ) is the energy consumption of the node su in the time T2 . Proof: Now we construct a Markov State Decision chain for each node su : Xu0 , a0 , Xu1 , a1 , · · ·



, Xun , an ,



where Xun ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} denotes the state at the n’th epoch, and an ∈ A is the action under the state Xun . A = {an1 , an2 } is the set of the possible actions. ( an1 = e(wun , T2 ), f or Xun = 0 or 1; an = (17) n a2 = 0, f or Xun = 3. The policy Φ is a set of numbers Φ = {φu,i (a), a ∈ A, i = 0, · · · , m} with the interpretation that if the chain of su is in state i, then action a is to be chosen with probability φi (a). ( 0 ≤ φu,i (a) ≤ 1, f or all i, a (18) P f or all i a φu,i (a) = 1, Under the policy Φ, the sequence of states Xun where n = 0, 1, · · · , constitutes a Markov chain with transition probability pij,u (Φ, n) given by pij,u (Φ, n)



= pΦ,u {Xun+1 = j|Xun = i} X = pij,u (n)φi,u (a) a



where the last equality follows by conditioning on the action chosen when the state is i. And for the policy Φ, let σi,a denote the steady-state probability that the chain will be in state i and action a will be chosen when the policy Φ is employed. σia = lim PΦ {Xun = i, an = a} n→∞



The vector σ = (σia ) satisfy: (i) σ ≥0 f or all i, a Pia P (ii) Pi a σiaP = 1P (iii) f or all j a σja = i a σia pij (a)



(19)



Equations (i) and (ii) are obvious, and Equation (iii) follows as the left-hand side equals the steady-state probability of being in the state j and the right-hand side is the same probability computed by conditioning on the state and action chosen one stage earlier. Suppose that a reward R(Yin , ani ) = R(Yi , a) = a is earned whenever action ani is chosen in state i at the n’th epoch. Since R(Yin , ani ) would represent the reward earned at time n, the expected average reward per epoch under Φ can be expressed as: P Pm R(Yin , ani ) ] E(Φ) = lim EΦ [ n i=0 n→∞ m XX = σiani R(Yin , ani ) (20) a i X X = σiai R(Yi , a) i



a



Therefore, E(Φ) can be interpreted as the following linear program: P P min i a σia R(Yi, a) subject P P to σia ≥ 0, ia = 1 i Pa σ P P σ = a ja i a σia pij (a),



f or all i, a (21) f or all j



E(Φ) is a special case of linear programm and can be solved by a standard linear linear programming algorithm known as the simplex algorithm. The simplex algorithm solves this linear program by moving from an extreme point of the feasibility region to a better extreme point until the optimal is reached. So we can figure out the lower bound and upper bound of the lifetime by the linear programming Eq (21). V. S IMULATION Simulation Setup. In NetTopo [1], we conduct extensive simulation experiments. The studied WSN has the network size: 800×600m2 . The number of deployed sensor nodes are increased from 100 to 1000 (each time increased by 100). The value of k is changed from 1 to 10 (each time increased by 1). For every number of deployed sensor nodes, we use 100 different seeds to generate 100 different network deployment. A source node is deployed at the location of (50, 50), and a sink node is deployed at the location of (750, 550). The transmission radius for each node is 60m.
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Fig. 3. The network lifetime of running CKN and EC-CKN, respectively. In Fig 3(a), the ten lines of the lifetime results in CKN have a lot intersections, which means the energy consumption in CKN based WSN is not managed towards the energy balancing direction. However, in Fig 3(c), the ten lines of the lifetime results in EC-CKN present smooth changing when the number of nodes and the value of k are changed and the lifetime increases when the ratio N/k increases. This point clearly reflects that the energy consumption in EC-CKN based WSN is well managed towards the energy balancing direction. Furthermore, simulation results in Fig 3(b) and 3(d), also reveal that decreasing the value of k (let more nodes sleep) can definitely help to prolong the network lifetime in EC-CKN based WSN, but not in CKN based WSN.



Energy consumption and network lifetime comparison between CKN and EC-CKN algorithm. The network lifetime in both CKN and EC-CKN based WSNs are represented by the number of epoches. We conduct simulation for CKN and EC-CKN based WSNs in Fig 3. Results in Fig 3(a) and Fig 3(c) confirm that the energy consumption of EC-CKN based WSN is better managed and balanced than CKN based WSN. Results in Fig 3(b) and Fig 3(d) reveal the impact of changing the value of k: decreasing the value of k in EC-CKN based WSN can prolong the network lifetime, particularly when the network nodes are densely deployed. VI. C ONCLUSION When deploying real WSNs for practical applications, having a good sleeping scheduling algorithm to balance sensor nodes’ energy consumption and a reasonable length for epoch time towards energy saving is extremely important. In this research work, we made the following major contributions for supporting the realistic WSNs applications: 1) A new sleep scheduling algorithm, named EC-CKN, is proposed to balance the energy consumption and prolongs the network lifetime. 2) Solid simulation work is conducted, which proved the energy consumption in EC-CKN based WSN is well balanced.
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A PPENDIX We review Connected K-Neighborhood (CKN) algorithm in [2] in this appendix. CONNECTED K-NEIGHBORHOOD (CKN) ALGORITHM (* Run the following at each node su *) 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
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7.



Pick a random rank ranku ; Broadcast ranku and receive the ranks of its currently awake neighbors Nu . Let Ru be the set of these ranks. Broadcast Ru and receive Rv from each sv ∈ Nu . If |Nu | < k or |Nv | < k for any sv ∈ Nv , remain awake. Return. Compute Cu = {sv |sv ∈ Nu and rankv > ranku }; Go to sleep if both the following conditions hold. Remain awake otherwise. • Any two nodes in Cu are connected either directly themselves or indirectly through nodes which is in the su ’s 2-hop neighborhood that have rankv larger than ranku ; • Any node in Nu has at least k neighbors from Cu . Return.
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